
Chapter VI: How the ATA favors the truck companies 

The American Trucking Association (ATA) is the biggest national trade organization for the trucking 

industry. Through an alliance of 50 affiliated state trucking organizations and conferences and councils 

that are related to the trucking industry, the ATA is the only organization that the United States has 

completely relied on to move the nation’s freight. 

The mission of the ATA is to provide and correspond to the American trucking industry with one united 

voice, to influence policies that are valuable to the trucking industry. Their other goals are to provide 

safety on the US highways, to improve the trucking industry’s image, its competitiveness, and efficiency, 

as well as to teach the public about the role that truck driving does in the economy. The ATA also learns 

about significant issues in the trucking industry, while working for a healthy business environment.  

The members of the ATA are all structured into different policy committees. This includes an Executive 

Committee, and a Board of Directors, plus numerous conferences, affiliated organizations, and councils. 

It is comprised of elected individuals who have set policies and priorities for carriers, and authorize how 

the ATA will address issues that can affect trucking businesses. 

By working together in the whole trucking community, the ATA can discuss issues effectively, and make 

sure that the needs of the trucking industry as a whole are also well-served. 

Member Benefits 

Allied Member Directory 

The Allied Member Directory is a list of ATA members that give products and services to the trucking 

industry. ATA’s Webinars also show a frequent program of trucking industry news.  

Business solutions that are given by the ATA include their products and services, a subscription to their 

newsletter, getting to know ATA’s featured products and marketing opportunities. Members can also 

get involved in how the ATA will handle problems that affect trucking businesses. The ATA also has a 

staff expert dictionary, which serves as a directory to a whole range of trucking industry knowledge. 

Members can also show their support to the ATA by displaying their logo.  

Trucking Issues 

Safety 

The ATA is strongly involved and interested in endorsing both the safety of the trucking industry, as well 

as their industry’s workplace, which is the nation’s highway system. The ATA also acknowledges that 

laws and rules that relate to the safety of commercial motor vehicles are needed. However, they are 

also aware that those rules should be sensible. These rules should also help the public, motor carriers, 

and employees of these motor carriers, while imposing a small burden on commerce. They should also 

encourage the uniformity of the state, as well as federal requirements. And lastly, these requirements 



should be equally imposed on all kinds of carriers that participate in both interstate and intrastate 

commerce.  

Security 

The ATA works to make sure that agencies of the government build a risk-based approach when building 

and implementing security requirements on the highway, and motor carriers. Their main purpose is to 

harmonize, combine, and organize many security requirements, so commercial drivers will no longer be 

needed to undergo and pay for many background checks. Carriers are also not required to have to 

develop many security plans as well as training requirements when transferring specific types of cargo, 

or operating in environments with a high risk. The ATA has also made policies and programs to work 

against Cargo Theft, along with different law enforcement agencies at the federal, local, and state level 

to lessen the activities of criminals. They also build the right reporting mechanisms, raise penalties, and 

sentence guidelines on those people who get involved with cargo theft.  

Risk Management 

The work of the ATA International Task Force (ITF) has specifically addressed this problem. The IFT was 

made to assist motor carriers to look for affordable insurance, and choose reform as a way of attacking 

the original cause of increasing insurance rates. These causes include unfair and ridiculous verdicts that 

are caused by a deeply flawed judicial system.  The ITF also focuses its hard work on those reforms that 

are very important to the trucking industry, such as removing of joint and several liabilities, caps on 

punitive damages, recognizing of collateral sources, and the admission of not using seatbelts. The ITF 

works directly with a lot of state trucking associations, to make sure that the interests of the trucking 

industry aren’t included in the reform efforts. 

Labor 

As one of the biggest employers in America, the trucking industry has faced a whole multitude of issues 

that are associated with maintaining, hiring, and training their workforce. Their labor page has featured 

some of the biggest issues that have affected motor carrier employers.  

Government Traffic 

Members of the ATA also move approximately 69% of all federal agency freight, that lets the United 

States Government achieve their mission objectives. The ATA works on behalf of their members to 

maintain the competitiveness of the government’s freight markets, and to make sure that these 

agencies apply and operate lean contracting processes, and that they identify the significance of 

operational safety and productivity for motor carriers in shipping government freight.  

Environment 

The American Trucking Association is dedicated to convenient policies and technologies that lessen 

pollution from commercial truck operations, maintenance of vehicles, and other types of industry 

amenities. The ATA also advocates for news that are based on science, and rules that maintain and 



protect the environment, and to the biggest extent possible, guarantee uniformity across all 

government levels. 

Tax and Registration 

The tax policy on the ATA follows this simple rule:  Taxes are supposed to be imposed for the purpose of 

getting necessary government revenues with the least harmful effect on taxpayers as well as on 

economic growth. This policy supports minimalism and neutrality when it comes to tax laws and rules, 

and advocates a federal solution to over-aggressive and prejudiced taxation of the trucking industry by 

state and local governments.  

Cross Border  

Trucking companies that transport their freight right across international borders with Canada and 

Mexico face a different set of operational issues. Not only must they follow the regulatory requirements 

for the US, but they must also obey the regulatory requirements, as well as the transportation, customs, 

and immigration, along with a whole variety of other requirements that are established by the countries 

where they do business. The ATA works to amplify the efficiency of cross-border operations for motor-

carriers while keeping a high level of security and safety.  

Hazardous Materials (Hazmat)  

The ATA works to ensure rules and regulations that involve the handling of hazardous materials, and 

promote the safe and professional movement of these materials. The transportation of hazardous 

materials and wastes should be addressed equally through a uniform set of federal regulations that 

anticipate potential local requirements in the state. These federal regulations should contain the loading 

and unloading of hazardous materials, and creating guidelines for reporting HM incidents as well as for 

training. These requirements should also include labor, security, and environmental concerns into the 

Hazmat regulations by working together with other federal government agencies. 

ATA Programs 

The ATA’s grassroots program is a system of different members of the trucking industry that work 

together to influence both state and federal legislative directives.  

The mission of the truck PAC is to help vote for federal candidates, without considering his or her party 

affiliation. These candidates should be able to know and understand the different issues that are 

affecting the trucking industry.  

The Litigation Center also endorses and defends the similar interests of motor carriers through support, 

information, and legal counseling. 

ATA’s programs help build the trucking industry’s image and correspond that they bring the essentials of 

life safely, sustainably, and right on time. 



The ATA also holds a study with a major emphasis on the trucking industry’s role in a safe, competent, 

and sensible transport system.  

Image and Outreach Programs 

The trucking industry has contributed to every part of the American way of life. Every day, the industry 

brings everything from medical supplies, to clothing, to bags of groceries. Around 80% of all 

communities in the United States have depended solely on the trucking industry. 

The ATA has also educated motor carriers with lots of programs about safety outreach, promote driving, 

and training their skills through many national competitions and awards. They also try to raise safety 

awareness by hosting joint programs with the US Department of Transportation. 

The ATA builds the positive image of the trucking industry by using ambassadors with millions of 

accident-free miles, and years of service to reach out to the public, as well as business and community 

leaders, elected officials, and the media. These ambassadors teach the public how important trucking is 

to the life of everyone in America. And through these public image campaigns, the trucking industry has 

expressed the fact that they deliver life’s essentials safely, and securely. 

America’s Road Team 

America’s Road Team is supposed to represent America’s 3.1 million professional truck drivers, as well 

as to provide a rallying point for the spirit of professional dedication, and the required teamwork to 

bring America’s freight safely, securely, and on time. Truck drivers strongly represent their industry daily 

on the US highways. These drivers are an available resource in sending the message of the trucking 

industry regarding safety, sustainability, professionalism, and essentiality.  

America’s Road Team is a nationwide public outreach program that is led by a small group of 

professional truck drivers. These truck drivers share strong driving skills, spotless safety records, and a 

need to spread the word about keeping safe on the highways. 

The American Trucking Association, which is known as the voice of the trucking industry, created  

America’s Road Team in 1986 to extend their services to the trucking industry, as well as the motoring 

public.  

ATA and the trucking industry continues to tell the story of truckers through image programs, 

advertisements, education, films, the media, and professional truck drivers. These stories focus on 

essentiality, safety, and professionalism, as well as the security and reliability and most recently, 

sustainability. Through the ATA’s Image program called “Good stuff, Trucks Bring It.”, the essentiality of 

trucking is given a highlight. This program tells a story about trucks that deliver everything from the 

good stuff, to essentials in life, and they also do it safely and on time. The program showcases that 

trucks deliver to people’s homes, the local hospital, or at their grocery stores, which are all the places 

that rail, ship, and air transportation cannot deliver. Everything that individuals eat, wear, and use were 

at point touched by trucks during delivery. 80% of all US communities also depend solely on trucking.  



Education is the key element to forming and changing the public’s opinion, and the ATA encourages the 

entire industry to get involved as well.  

Highlights of the ATA 2013 conference 

For the fourth consecutive year, the ATA has combined the educational and exhibitor programs of the 

Information Technology and Logistics Council, as well as the National Accounting and Finance Council 

during their annual conference, which was held in the middle of June in La Jolla, California. The 

conference offered valuable information on a wide range of Information Technology and accounting 

issues that affect the trucking industry.  

In today’s competitive environment, these trucking companies are always on the lookout for many 

innovative ways to cut costs without sacrificing the functionality of ITs. One session, called “The Pros 

and Cons of Hosted Applications”, was especially informative. Les Bicknell of the USA Truck Inc. has 

presented a case study of how his company converted from a mindframe to a Windows environment, 

saving the company large ongoing maintenance fees and hardware costs, making it more efficient and 

allowing it to deploy IT resources in other more critical areas. While these hard costs may be apparent in 

moving to blade, virtual, or cloud servers, there are also other types of considerations as well, which 

includes security and data availability. Another type of important security and consideration when 

moving to an outsourced model is their provider’s internal controls over their data. Individuals should 

request for a Service Organization Control (SOC) report in order to completely understand their 

provider’s internal controls securing their data and their system.  

On the tax front, trucking companies are facing 2014 without bonus depreciation. This means that they 

will be facing higher tax liabilities on their sold used tractors and trailers. This will also create a huge 

demand on 1031 like kind exchange services which serves as an alternative business strategy for 

reducing these kinds of taxes. Being able to re-route these tax dollars onto the purchase of new 

equipment will also provide trucking companies with more purchasing power for new equipment at a 

time when current fleet age is at an all-time high.  

The American economy survives and thrives due to a highly efficient transportation system that has 

relied on trucks. But the drivers of these trucks are now working longer hours, yet they are making less 

money than ever.  

The ATA has always claimed to be the voice of the trucking industry, and moves America’s freight, and 

that it always stood by the rights of truck drivers. But when certain people started giving attention to 

some of the things that the ATA has stated, then it was realized that the association was not for drivers 

after all. Some people have even referred to the ATA as the ANTI Trucking Association because of how 

they support the NAFTA.  

ATA spokesman Brandon Borgna says that the association believes that trucks from Mexico as well as 

their operators can safely operate within the United States. From the truck drivers point of view this 

means that more of these Mexican trucks will come in and take over jobs, leaving most Americans 

jobless.  



There is another interesting thing about the ATA – This association supports anti-idling for truck drivers. 

The ATA mentions in a press release that when truck and bus drivers turn off their engines when they 

aren’t required, then they do a lot more than cut the cost of fuel and evade fines. Glen Kedzie, the Vice 

President of the ATA as well as the Environmental Affairs Council says that this is an important step 

when it comes to improving the quality of air.  

For those truck drivers who are doing their best to adjust to different temperatures, there is the EPA 

SmartWay SM Transportation program. This program works to get rid of greenhouse gases and save 

fuel. The program lets trucking companies join even if they fail to come up with ways to keep drivers 

comfortable. This includes auxiliary power units which lets the truck drivers use air conditioning or 

heating without having to let the truck become idle. Trucking companies have even started charging 

drivers just because they try to keep themselves warm during the winter and cool in the summer by 

letting their trucks be idle.  

According to a truck driver, there are abusive programs designed to let them head towards failure. 

Specific abuses include mistreating new drivers and even CDL students as a form of cheap labor. Veteran 

drivers are kept starving by companies who continue to keep rotating newer, and lesser-paid drivers 

into their system. The shortage and retention of drivers have also been created purposely by the 

companies themselves. As a means of driver failure, the Owner-Operator Lease Purchase Program is also 

used by these trucking companies. Truck drivers’ DAC Reports have become nothing more than a tool of 

retaliation by trucking companies against them. 

Information on some of the abuses claimed by truck drivers: 

Regulation on Sleep apnea  

Sleep apnea can be treated, but individuals should also take responsibility in making sure that this 

treatment is completed. This can also improve the health conditions of drivers, and ensures that their 

jobs are performed as safely as possible. New rules will also enforce screenings regarding sleep apnea, 

alongside testing and treatment done for all commercial drivers. 

The ATA backs the bill 100%. These sanctions will also lessen the amount of hours that drivers use each 

week – From 82 hours, to 70 hours. If the hours of drive time has been fulfilled, then truckers are also 

allowed to resume their driving, but only if they are able to get 34 hours of sleep. This includes two 

nights when their body clock needs the most sleep – From 1AM to 5AM. A break that lasts for 30 

minutes is required during the first eight hours of the shift. 

Truck drivers’ shortage 

In the trucking industry, some drivers have said that the pay is the real reason why there is a shortage of 

drivers. Trucking advocates and bloggers have said that this shortage of drivers is artificial, since these 

trucking companies don’t want to pay higher wages that are needed to attract and keep drivers. 

DAC employment reports 



The DAC employment report is a summary about the history of the driver’s work in the trucking 

industry. It usually contains the driver’s complete professional job and driving history which also 

includes accidents and incidents, drug and alcohol test history, criminal history, and his MVR record. 

Around 90% of American long-haul commercial carriers have used their DAC reports for pre-

employment screening. The DAC report serves as a critical importance to all truck drivers, because it 

gives information about the driver and his work habits to potential employers. 

Labor laws on trucking 

The FMCSA has stated that truck drivers are not allowed or needed to drive a vehicle that is carrying 

around personal property for more than 11 hours, following 10 consecutive hours off duty.  

Regardless of the number of hours that drivers take off during their shift’s course, they are still required 

to end their workday at the end of the fourteenth hour since they came on duty.  

The FMCSA also has regulations for the number of hours that drivers are permitted to work in just one 

week. If the company for which a driver works doesn’t operate every day of the week, then he cannot 

work for more than 60 hours in any period of seven days. And if the company for which a driver works 

does operate every day, then he can’t work for more than 60 hours in any period of eight days. These 

consecutive seven or eight-day periods always end with the beginning of a period of at least 34 hours of 

off-duty time for the driver. 

According to the FMCSA, drivers should keep a record during every 24-hour period while they are at 

work. The FMCSA has recommended two ways to do this. Drivers can record what they were doing and 

when they were doing it on a grid-like form that was prepared by the FMCSA. This form must also be 

completed in addition to any other company forms. Drivers can also use an on-board automatic 

recording device that meets the requirements that are specified. 

Drivers should also specify at which times they were off-duty, they were driving, they were on-duty but 

not driving a vehicle, as well as when they were using their sleeper berth, if the vehicle has one. Each 

time a status change occurs, the name of the city, town, and location where this change has occurred 

should be recorded.  
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